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Abstract. Risky driver behaviours such as sudden braking, swerving,
and excessive acceleration are a major risk to road safety. In this study,
we present a learning method to recognize such behaviours from smart-
phone sensor input which can be considered as a type of multi-channel
time series. Unlike other learning methods, this Genetic Programming
(GP) based method does not require pre-processing and manually de-
signed features. Hence domain knowledge and manual coding can be
significantly reduced by this approach. This method can achieve accu-
rate real-time recognition of risky driver behaviours on raw input and
can outperform classic learning methods operating on features. In addi-
tion this GP-based method is general and suitable for detecting multiple
types of driver behaviours.

1 Introduction

Road safety is a significant issue in modern society. Road fatalities and injuries
cost the Australian economy 27 billion dollars a year [1]. More than 15,000 peo-
ple have been killed in road accidents during 2002 to 2011 in Australia [2]. These
tragic figures could be dramatically reduced if improper driving was instanta-
neously notified to the drivers and recorded for the stakeholders, as risky driving
behaviours can cause road traumas. One cost-effective approach is performing
driver behaviour recognition on smart phones which all have built-in accelerom-
eter, gyroscope and magnetometer for sensing movements and directions.

Continuous digital signals produced by each sensor can be viewed as a time
series. So the readings from all sensors can be considered as multi-channel time
series. Therefore the task of risky driver behaviour recognition can be treated as
a type of time series classification [3]. One difficulty of using this approach is to
find a suitable set of features which can be used to differentiate risky behaviours
from normal behaviours. Usually a feature set that is good for one problem is not
suitable for a slightly different task. Furthermore, the duration or time-span of a
target event should be defined beforehand although that might vary and even be
unknown in real world scenarios. Even experienced road safety experts might not
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be able to provide a good set of features for various scenarios. The other approach
which does not require features is to build a mathematical model for normal
behaviours [4]. Any statistically significant change in the model would indicate
a risky behaviour. However these modelling methods often are applicable on
one variable, not suitable for multi-channel stream data. In addition, significant
variations may exist even in the same type of driver behaviours. Beside these
issues another important consideration is real-time performance.

In this study we aim to establish a Genetic Programming (GP) based learning
method which can avoid the problem of finding suitable features. In particular
the main goals are:

– How can a suitable method be established to learn patterns of risky driver be-
haviours from multi-channel smartphone data without using manually con-
structed features?

– How is this GP-based learning method compared to conventional learning
methods on this time series classification problem, especially when multiple
types of detection are required?

– How would the learnt detectors perform on real-time road tests?

To address the above questions three typical types of risky driver behaviours
are studied: excessive acceleration, sudden braking and swerving (either left or
right). Several classic algorithms were used for comparison including Decision
Tree, Näıve Bayes, IB1, SVM and a boosting classifier. For these methods two
sets of manually constructed features were used while our GP-based method
directly operates on raw multi-channel stream data.

2 Related Work

Improving road safety by analyzing driver behaviours is an active research area.
Wahlstrom et al. [5] used video camera to analyze the pupils of the driver to
determine whether the driver is distracted or not. Oliver and Pentland used
Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMMs) to predict driver behaviours which
were captured by in-vehicle sensors such as video camera, face and gaze move-
ment trackers, and the car internal state (speed, acceleration, steering wheel
angle, gear, and brake) [6]. Their data was originated from a driving simulator
rather than the real-world scenarios. In [7], methods to identify drunk driving be-
haviours in real-time were proposed. Two stages of ubiquitous data mining were
applied, which is clustering and classification of driver behaviours. The major
challenge was in linking the results of clustering models with the existing expert
knowledge in the road safety field. Sensor data for the evaluation was generated
using simulation based on an expert study, which categorised drunk driving be-
haviour into sober, borderline, drunk, and very drunk. The classification rules
consisted of the following variables: number of correct responses, number of col-
lisions, time over speed limit, reaction time, speed deviation, and lane deviation
[7]. Due to the computational capability, smart phones have been widely used
for behaviour or activity recognition [8]. Dai et al. proposed a method to detect
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drunk driving based on smart phone accelerometer [9]. In all above researches,
domain knowledge is required so the solution can be problem-dependent. Our
method can address this problem.

Another area of related work is on Genetic Program which has been demon-
strated as a powerful problem solving mechanism especially for some complex
tasks such as scheduling, structural design, object recognition and classification
[10]. GP has been successfully applied in time series data analysis, including pre-
diction [11,12] and pattern discovery [13]. GP has shown success in time series
classification as well. Song and Pinto used GP on motion detection [14]. Xie et.
al used GP for differentiating various events from time series data [15]. In the
last two studies, GP were directly operating on raw input without any feature
extraction process. These applications show the potential of GP being used in
our study which is a complex time series classification task.

3 Data Collection

In this study sensor data was collected on an iPhone 5 when the subject is
driving. The phone has three types of built-in sensors: accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer, all providing tri-axial measurements. The accelerometer read
user acceleration as well as gravitational acceleration. The gyroscope measures
the rotation of the device in rotation rates and the angles of the rotation in three
dimensions as “roll”, “pitch” and “yaw”. The magnetometer reports the mag-
netic fields around the device. The readings will be from the earth magnetic field
if there is no other detectable field. In total, these sensors provide 21 channels of
input which are all used in this study (see Table 1). Without domain knowledge
from a human expert, it is difficult to determine which channels are relevant or
more important for detecting different types of driver behaviors.

We sample the 21-channel time series data at a frequency of 10Hz. Figure 1(a)
shows 500 time-intervals of original readings. It contains a swerving to the left
and then to the right, and some gentle turning behaviors. Clearly the patterns
of swerving are not obvious from the graph. After close examination of the data,
we removed the readings of Yaw, Pitch, Roll (No. 10-12) and Magnetic Heading
(No. 19-21) as shown in Figure 1(b). Then some patterns can be observed. Our
GP-based learning method is expected to automatically capture these patterns
while ignoring irrelevant data input.

Table 1. Sensor Channels available on iPhone

No. Channel
1-3 Raw Acceleration X, Y, Z (raw accelerometer reading)
4-6 Gravity X, Y, Z
7-9 User Acceleration X, Y, Z
10 - 12 Yaw, Pitch, Roll
13 - 15 Raw Rotation Rate X, Y, Z (raw gyro reading)
16 - 18 Unbiased Rotation Rate X, Y, Z
19 - 21 Magnetic Heading X, Y, Z
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(a) Original 21-Channel Sensor Input (b) Manually Processed 15-Channel Input

Fig. 1. Examples of the Multi-Channel Sensor Input

During the data collection process, the phone was attached to the windshield
in front of the driver. Because our approach is a type of supervised learning,
all the data recorded are labelled for training and test purposes. Data labelling
is done through voice command. When a person in the car feels uncomfortable
with the impact of swerving, excessive acceleration or deceleration, the person
will speak out and the data recorded at that time will be labelled as “positive”.
Otherwise the data will be labelled as “negative”. One positive label indicates
the occurrence of an event which is one of the three types of risky driver behav-
iors. The duration of an event is not recorded.

Table 2. Training and Test Data Set for Three Types of Driving Behaviours

Training Test
Total Instances Positives Negatives Total Positives Negatives

1. Harsh Acceleration 1182 12 1160 690 9 681
2. Sudden Brake 1688 9 1679 947 6 941
3. Swerving 1206 12 1194 828 6 822

Table 2 presents the total number of instances, the number of positive in-
stances and negative instances in the training and test datasets for detecting the
three type of driver behaviors. As shown in the table, the data is highly unbal-
anced, much more negatives than positives. A suitable learning method should
be able to handle such imbalance.

4 Methodology

As one of the main evolutionary computing techniques, the basic principle of
Genetic Programming is also “survival of the fittest”. A GP evolution process
firstly generates a population of initial solutions for a particular problem, then
reproduces the next generation of solutions by recombining or mutating the good
solutions, and repeats this reproduction process until a certain stopping criteria
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is met, for example a perfect solution is found. One unique feature of canon-
ical GP is that each solution in the population is an executable program tree
represented in Lisp S-expression. For different problems one needs to determine
the basic components for constructing these trees and the fitness measure for
evaluating the performance of each tree.

4.1 Function Set and Terminal Set

The function set is to define which components can be used for internal nodes of
a GP program tree, while the terminal set is to define which components can be
used for leaf nodes. In our method only one type of general terminal is provided
for any functions. These terminals are named “Channel [m]” where m is the
index of the channel. In addition some function nodes have their own specific
terminals.

Table 3. Function Set

Function Parameter
Parameter No Type Value

+
1 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]
2 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]

− 1 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]
2 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]

∗ 1 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]
2 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]

/
1 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]
2 Double [DOUBLE MIN, DOUBLE MAX]

Window
1 Double [DOUBLE MIN,DOUBLE MAX]

2 Temporal-Index [1, 2window−size − 1]
3 Temporal-Operation AVG,STD,DIF,SKEWNESS

Temporal Diff 1 Double [DOUBLE MIN,DOUBLE MAX]

Multi Channel
1 Double [DOUBLE MIN,DOUBLE MAX]

2 Channel-Index [1, 2num−of−channels − 1]
3 Channel-Operation AVG,STD,MED,RANGE

Table 3 shows all the function nodes designed for this task, including number
of parameters, data type of each parameter and the range of parameter val-
ues for each function. All these functions return double value as output. Two
functions are specifically designed for processing time series data, Window and
Temporal Diff . The last function Multi Channel is designed to capture inter-
variable dependency in multi-channel data. The details are explained below. The
2nd and 3rd parameters of Window and Multi Channel are special terminals.

Function Window. This function samples data points from a time series for
analysis. It has three parameters: “Input”, “Temporal Index” and “Temporal
Operation”. The first parameter records the current reading from the time se-
ries. The second parameter “Temporal Index” is for data point selection. This
Window function stores a sequence of data points of length specified in window-
size (which is 12 in this study). Not every points should participate in the sub-
sequent analysis. For example, if an event is short, then extra data points will be
irrelevant and may even bias the results. In addition, using fewer points means
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less computational cost. “Temporal Index” is designed for this purpose. For ex-
ample, if this number is set as 15 by the GP process, then the binary equivalent
is 000000001111. So the last four data points will be selected for analysis as the
last four digits are 1 while others are 0. Effectively it defines a sub-window size
of 4 within the sampled data sequence. Furthermore, non-consecutive points can
be selected in this way. For example an index value of 101010000000 (decimal
2688) would select the first, the third and the fifth data points for analysis.

The third parameter ofWindow is “Temporal Operation” which selects one of
four operations: AVG, STD, DIF and SKEWNESS. The operation type is determined
during GP evolution. They are terminals which will return the average value,
the standard deviation, the sum of absolute differences and skewness of the
points selected by parameter “Temporal Index”. Presumably a poor selection of
operation will result in poor accuracy, hence will not survive the evolutionary
process.

Function Temporal Diff . Function “Temporal Diff” is similar to the stan-
dard temporal difference function. It returns the the deviation of two adjacent
points on a time series. This function can be attached to other functions such
as “Window” function. It can be nested so higher order of deviations can be ex-
tracted. This function only operates on two consecutive points therefore behaves
similar to a “Window” function of size 2 with a DIF operator, despite the DIF
operation returns absolute values.

Function Multi Channel. Analyzing driver behaviours involves multiple
channels. For example the pattern of swerving would appear in both accelerom-
eter and gyroscope readings. Therefore capturing the dependences between chan-
nels would be helpful for detecting risky driver behaviours. So function
“Multi Channel” is introduced. It is similar to Function “Window”, except it
operates on data channels rather than data points inside of a window. The two
parameters “Channel Index” and “Multi Channel Operation” work the same
way as the second and the third parameter of “Window” function. “Channel
Index” has a value range between 1 and 2M −1, where M is the number of chan-
nels. Moreover. The operations here are AVG, STD, MED and RANGE which return
the average, the standard derivation, the median and the distance between the
maximum and minimum input of a channel. It should be noted that this function
works on the most recent data point. It does not record historical values.

4.2 Fitness Function

As illustrated in Section 3, it is natural that the behavioural data is dominated
by negative instances. Hence accuracy is not a reliable measure of performance
in this case. Instead we use AUC as the fitness measure.

AUC (Area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) Curve) mea-
sures how far the two different classes can be separated. It is considered as better
alternative to overcome the bias caused by data imbalance [16]. While AUC takes
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all possible thresholds into account to calculate the fitness value. In practice we
expect the selected threshold can maximise True Positive Rate and minimise
False Positive Rate at the same time. In this study we choose the threshold cor-
responding to the point on ROC curve with the shortest distance to the left top
corner (the point representing 100% of True Positive and 0% of False Positive)
[17].

5 Experiments

The parameters of our experiments on the GP method are listed in Table 4,
which have not been tuned deliberately. Population is the number of solutions
in each generation. A large population of 1000 is used to increase the chance of
finding a good solution. The maximum and minimum depth of our GP tree are 8
and 2 respectively. Crossover rate is the probability of a solution being generated
by swapping tree branches between two selected parents. Mutation rate is the
probability of a solution being generated by mutating one parent. Elitism rate
determines the proportion of good solutions which can be copied from the previ-
ous generation to the current generation. Each evolutionary process is repeated
10 times for each task. The best evolved programs are selected for testing. The
stopping criteria is either the process has found an program which has 0% of
recognition error, or the maximum generation 50 is reached.1

Table 4. GP Runtime Parameters

Population 1000
Generation 50
Maximum Depth 8
Minimum Depth 2
Mutation Rate 5%
Crossover Rate 85%
Elitism Rate 10%
Number of Runs 10

5.1 Methods for Comparison

Five classic classifiers were chosen for comparison purpose. They are Decision
Tree in particular J48 2 [18], Näıve Bayes (NB) [19], IB1 [20], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [21] and Adaboost [22]. The last one is a boosting classifier
which takes the best of the other four classifiers as the base learner. For all
these methods, two sets of features are manually created. There features are
commonly used in time series classification such as Activity Recognition, which
is very similar to our task which is to detect patterns from sensory data.

The first set of features are the temporal difference between two consecutive
data points of each channel. The second set contains the average and the stan-
dard deviation of data points along the time series. A sliding window of size 12

1 The conventional cross-validation is not particularly suitable for this streaming data,
hence was not used in the experiments.

2 The Java implementation of C4.5 in Weka.
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is used to go through the time series and to return the two values for each time
interval. The sliding window has the same size as the window size in “Window”
function.

5.2 Results

The best programs generated from the GP evolutionary process are evaluated on
test data. Table 5 shows the test results on raw sensor input data, including the
accuracy, true positive rate (TP) and true negative rate (TN). All traditional
classifiers performed very poorly on the three recognition tasks. Their high accu-
racies are due to the significantly unbalanced data. Their True Positive rate are
quite low. The performance of classical classifiers are very poor in recognizing
these three risky driver behaviours. Only J48 and Näıve Bayes obtained reason-
able results on detecting swerving. In comparison our GP method identified all
risky driving behaviours with minor false positives on all three tasks.

Table 5. Results on Raw Stream Data(%)

Tasks J48 Näıve Bayes IB1 SVM AdaBoost GP

1. Sudden
Acceleration

95.73
TP : 33.3
TN : 96.6

77.76
TP : 66.7
TN : 77.9

98.23
TP : 33.3
TN : 99.1

98.53
TP : 0

TN : 99.9

98.23
TP : 33.3
TN : 99.1

97.79
TP : 100

TN : 97.76

2. Sudden
Braking

99.36
TP : 50
TN : 99.7

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.36
TP : 50
TN : 99.7

99.68
TP : 100

TN : 99.68

3. Swerving
99.51

TP : 83.3
TN : 99.6

94.86
TP : 83.3
TN : 94.9

99.39
TP : 66.7
TN : 99.6

97.8
TP : 0

TN : 98.5

99.39
TP : 33.3
TN : 99.9

99.02
TP : 100

TN : 99.01

Table 6. Comparing with Conventional Methods on Pre-defined Feature Set 1

Tasks J48 Näıve Bayes IB1 SVM AdaBoost GP

1. Sudden
Acceleration

98.09
TP : 33.3
TN : 99

47.28
TP : 100
TN : 46.6

96.9
TP : 0

TN : 98.2

98.67
TP : 0

TN : 100

98.67
TP : 0

TN : 100

97.79
TP : 100

TN : 97.76

2. Sudden
Braking

69.8
TP : 67.3
TN : 71.4

39.96
TP : 50
TN : 39.9

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.47
TP : 16.7
TN : 100

99.68
TP : 100

TN : 99.68

3. Swerving
98.9

TP : 16.7
TN : 99.5

71.85
TP : 83.3
TN : 71.8

99.39
TP : 16.7
TN :100

99.27
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.27
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.02
TP : 100

TN : 99.01

To further compare the performance, we applied these traditional methods on
extracted features which are manually designed. Table 6 and Table 7 show the
results along with the GP results on raw data.

Feature set 1 did not bring much benefits, while feature set 2 did contribute
towards much higher accuracies. J48 achieved the best performance over all the
others on task 1 and task 3. Unfortunately, it did not perform well on detecting
sudden braking. In comparison the performance of our GP method is consistent,
and not statistically worse than J48 on Task 1 and 3. One may argue that with
better features or combination of features, these traditional methods can achieve
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Table 7. Comparing with Conventional Methods on Pre-defined Feature Set 2

Tasks J48 Näıve Bayes IB1 SVM AdaBoost GP

1. Sudden
Acceleration

99.26
TP : 100
TN : 99.3

65.68
TP : 66.7
TN : 65.7

96.2
TP : 33.3
TN : 97

98.67
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.12
TP : 44.4
TN : 99.9

97.79
TP : 100
TN : 97.76

2. Sudden
Braking

98.61
TP : 16.7
TN : 99.1

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.36
TP : 0

TN : 100

98.61
TP : 16.7
TN : 99.1

99.68
TP : 100

TN : 99.68

3. Swerving
99.76

TP : 100
TN : 99.8

94.86
TP : 100
TN : 94.8

99.39
TP : 100
TN : 99.4

99.27
TP : 0

TN : 100

99.51
TP : 100
TN : 99.5

99.02
TP : 100
TN : 99.01

good results. However that is exactly the point of this study. We would like to
avoid this feature extraction step as a good feature set is often dependent on the
problem and sensitive to the learning method.

6 Discussion and Analysis

To further test the detection performance, we selected the programs which ob-
tained the highest test accuracy for each task and embedded them into an iphone
app. Figure 2 shows the app in action. The left photo shows the phone detecting
a sudden braking event and right photo shows the detection of a swerving event.

(a) Sudden Braking Detected (b) Swerving Detected

Fig. 2. Evolved Detection Programs Running During Road Test

Our road test was performed on a slightly different condition compared to the
original data collection exercises. The total driving time was over 20 minutes. The
result from the road test is shown in Table 8. For three types of behaviors, there
was no false negatives, meaning these trained GP programs did not miss any case
of positives. For swerving, there was no false positives. There were some false
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Table 8. Road Test

True Positives False Positives False Negatives

1. Sudden Acceleration 3 2 0

2. Sudden Braking 2 3 0

3. Swerving 3 0 0

positives for detecting excessive acceleration and deceleration. These detection
were actually caused by bumpy road surface. The person in the car could feel the
movement at that time. This type of movement might generate a similar pattern
as that of sudden acceleration and deceleration, hence triggered the detection
program to report a positive. Inside the iphone app shown in Figure 2 there are

[1] Sudden Acceleration

Multi_Channel(AVG, 1779415) + Channe_l4 /Window(STD, 751, Channe_l2)

- Window(AVG, 3847, Channel_10) - Window(STD, 580, Channel_18)

[2] Sudden Braking

Channel_8 + Channel_7 - Window(DIF, 1391, Channel_13 + Channe_l3)

[3] Swerving

- Window(STD, 1920, Channel_6) * (Temporal_Diff(Channel_4) +

Channel_13) * (Channel_4 + Window(DIF, 1918, Channel_12)) +

Channel_0 * Channel_13

Fig. 3. Examples of Evolved Programs for the Three Tasks

three evolved programs embedded. Each program is responsible for one type of
driver behaviour. The sensor input streamed from 21 channels is processed by
all of them. If one program reports positive, then the app shows and records the
corresponding driver behaviour. Even with three programs running inside, the
app can still achieve real-time performance because these GP-evolved programs
are quite small. Examples are shown in Figure 3. They were for detecting sudden
braking, sudden acceleration and swerving respectively. As we can see there are
no more than 20 nodes on each program and there is no loop in any of them.

The exact algorithms evolved in these three programs are difficult to explain
(which is an common issue in GP paradigm). However we can obtain some
insights from these programs. The detecting program for sudden acceleration is
a little complex. However it did not all 21 channel but 14 of them. Its Multiple
Channel function takes input 1779415 of which the binary is 110110010011011010
111. Most of the z-axis channels were not used.

The program for detecting sudden braking is simpler and only uses four chan-
nels: x-axis gravity, y-axis user acceleration, z-axis user acceleration and y-axis
raw rotation rate. Its choice of channels seems understandable as three channels
are related to acceleration and sudden braking will surely generate significant
readings on acceleration. Moreover, this program did not use any magnetic sen-
sors. For swerving, five channels are selected by the evolved program including
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x-axis raw acceleration, y-axis gravity, x-axis user acceleration, x-axis raw rota-
tion rate, y-axis raw rotation rate. Intuitively gyro should play a more important
role here.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This study presents a GP-based methodology for learning the recognition of
risky driver behaviours through smartphone sensor input. The advantage of this
approach can be shown from the results in comparison with other classic meth-
ods. This approach can be directly applied on raw multi-channel sensor data
without any pre-processing and manually designed features. This characteristic
is very desirable in situations where domain knowledge is not clear or not avail-
able. By this approach, there is little need for road safety experts to manually
determine what kind of accelerometer reading and other sensor readings should
be considered as unsafe. Furthermore the evolved detection programs are small
in size and low in complexity. They can achieve real-time performance on road
tests. GP can provide a feasible solution for recognizing risky behaviours and
help improve road safety.

This study can lead to a range of future work. We will continue collabo-
rating with road safety experts and authorities to test our methods on more
road conditions. Furthermore we will extend the recognition to more types of
driver behaviours. Another future investigation is how to eliminate false positives
caused by bumpy rides which may produce patterns similar to those of genuine
risk driver behaviours. We also intent to further study the behaviours of these
evolved GP programs to reveal the reasons behind their success. In addition,
Hidden Markov approaches will be included in the comparison.
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